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FOREWORD
I witness every wedding with mixed feelings. There is much joy as 
two people in love commit themselves to each other, and there is the 
joyful anticipation of how the marriage can become a blessing to the 
couple and to others. But there is also a degree of apprehension as 
even the best of marriages need hard work to succeed and too many 
marriages don’t work out even among followers of Jesus.

Couples need help as they embark on their life together, which is 
why we welcome this book on marriage preparation by Rev Dr Dev 
Menon. He brings all the right qualifications to the job. He is a 
pastor who has done marriage preparation for many couples, he has 
studied theology, and perhaps most important of all, he is married 
with three children.

Of all the marriage preparation books I have seen, The Pattern is the 
most theological. First, he takes seriously the fact that humankind is 
made in God’s image, and therefore marriage must take seriously 
the nature of God, especially the relationship between the three 
members of the Trinity. Dev draws out the implications of the 
relationship between Father, Son and Spirit for the relationship 
between a husband and a wife. He does this creatively but always 
with fidelity to the Bible.

Second, Dev makes it very clear that marriage cannot work without 
God’s help. God sets a high bar for marriage. A marriage can only 
work if the partners have first tasted the love of God. Only then 
are they able to love each other as God intended. Indeed, “we love 
because He first loved us” (1 John 4:19).

And when a marriage works as intended by God, it gives the world a 
glimpse of the reality and character of God. A good marriage is both 
a blessing to the couple and serves to reveal the living God to the 
world.
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Readers will find Dev’s writing conversational and accessible. He 
combines a strong theological framework with a lot of practical help 
for couples as they begin their marriage. While those preparing for 
marriage need counsellors, mentors, and models — companions 
who will walk with them — they also need to base their marriage on 
God and His truth. The Pattern provides this biblical foundation and 
does it admirably.

Rev Dr Tan Soo Inn
Director
Graceworks
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THINGS CHANGE
CHAPTER 1

George Bernard Shaw described it this way: 

When two people are under the influence of the 
most violent, most insane, most delusive, and most 
transient of passions, they are required to swear 
that they will remain in that excited, abnormal, and 
exhausting condition continuously until death do 
them part. 
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So you want to 
get married… Are you crazy?

Why would 
you want to do 
that? 

That’s what the statistics tell us — when marriage starts, love disappears. 
So why bother getting married at all? 

Marriage has been on the decline worldwide. In the US, it is estimated 
that 40–50% of all marriages end in divorce.1 In the UK, cohabitation 
rates (living together without marriage) are increasing at alarming 
speed. It is the “fastest growing family type in the UK”.2
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Even in Singapore, although people are still getting married, the 
rate of divorce has been increasing steadily, especially among newly 
married couples.3

Number of marriages and divorces in Singapore (1980-2013)4
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It seems that Mr Shaw was right all along — marriage is exhausting, 
and not many people can keep it up. Not surprisingly, this has 
created a deep sense of pessimism amongst many young adults 
considering long-term relationships. 

So why do you want to get married again?

Oh, yes… The drive. We feel the drive, don’t we? The physical and 
emotional need to be with another person. The desire to be close to 
someone, to share life with someone, to open up to someone, to have 
someone support you, listen to you, touch you, be with you… The drive. 
Yes, clearly, we were all made to be with someone else. 
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On one hand, we want to be with someone, but on the other hand, look 
at the stats, look at the relationships around you — even our parents 
and relatives — and we can’t help but begin to doubt whether this thing 
called ‘marriage’ is possible, let alone worth it.  

Let’s throw another spanner into the works. In Asia, there is social 
pressure to marry. If you are not married, then there’s something 
seriously ‘wrong’ with you. (Don’t get me started on the pressure to 
have babies!)

Such a tension, isn’t it? All these factors — the drive, the Asian pressure 
— coupled with a tremendous sense of doubt and fear of failure drive us 
to become more cynical.

So what is the answer?

Well… I guess it is to work on your selection process. 

First, put all your energy into finding the right one for marriage. We 
create this ‘checklist’ to make sure that we filter out all the rotten apples 
and only look for the ones that are really juicy. 
 
In fact, I dare say, the older we get, the more extensively we have dated, 
the more ‘misses’ we’ve had, the longer this list gets! We desire some 
form of safeguard that the person we marry will not disappoint. 

Second, once you are happy with the person from a distance, now 
we need to test out our relationship dynamics to see if we are really 
compatible physically, sexually, emotionally, spiritually, and financially. 

Let’s test each other out before we make that ‘fateful choice’ of the one! 
Let’s date tons of people and see if they fit. Let’s sleep with one another 
and see if it’s hot. Oh, but it may only have been hot the first time. So 
let’s keep doing it several more times just to make sure the passion 
doesn’t fade. 
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Is he attractive? Is she earning 
enough?

Is his car
 fast?

Is he a 
gentleman?

Has she got 
nice legs?

Is she well 
versed in 
Singlish?

Are her 
parents 

going to take 
care of our 

children?

Let’s live with one another and see if we can tolerate each other for more 
than ten minutes. We’ve got to get an apartment, move in together, see 
if we can have synchronised laundry timings, eat the same food, and 
share the same taste in late night television. 
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Let’s have children with one another to see if we can hack it. After all, 
nothing reveals compatibility more than having children right?

Finally when all that is done — then let’s get married! Because surely 
we’ve tested each other to death — and now we will never part! 

But hang on — since we’ve done everything there is to be done, why get 
married?

Does it work? I’m not sure. Cohabitation ‘divorce’ statistics seem to be at 
least as high as marriage ones!

People go out of their way in the dating game and habits like 
cohabitation because they are always afraid that the person they have 
selected to marry is not going to be the ‘right one’. 

Even when we’ve found someone we really like, because of all the horrible 
statistics, we are so hesitant to settle down with them in case they are not 
what they seem — in case they change! So we try to circumvent that by 
cohabiting with them for several years, so we can know everything about 
them and ensure that they won’t change for the worse. 

So many people get disappointed with marriage because so many 
people base their marriage choice on the fact that they have found 
someone who seems to meet all their current needs and demands, 
whether that refers to looks, income, social status, sexual experience, 
cultural traits, etc. You’ve found someone who ‘fits’ you at this present 
moment, and it seems that what they want in life is similar to what you 
want and so you get married. 

We spend our whole lives looking for that perfect fit, and somehow we 
think that after such an exhaustive search, a ring on the finger will seal 
that person in that present state that you found him or her. The marriage 
ceremony becomes a sort of ‘preservation’ ceremony. 

But the problem is that people do change. 
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People change.
Feelings change.
Emotions change.
Looks change.
Situations change.
Circumstances change.
Jobs change.
Shapes change. 

That’s why any marriage preparation course that uses a checklist — 
and makes that the definitive way of assuring you a happy future — is 
terrible. In fact it will set you up for an even greater disappointment. 
Imagine this scenario:

Jerald and Sharlene have been together for three 
years. Jerald had been dating another girl two 
years earlier, but that hadn’t worked out because 

the young lady — while no doubt very attractive and 
successful — had no intention of having children in 
the near future. She didn’t see herself as ‘mother 
material’; so she said. Long story short, it ended. 

Jerald then met Sharlene at a work function. She 
was just as pretty, yet after one conversation Jerald 
noticed that she was thinking of settling down 
and didn’t want to have a full-time career in the 
future. Despite her stellar corporate performance, 
she liked the idea of having her own ‘white picket 
fence’ home, with 2.5 children and a dog. Jerald 
was immediately attracted — it seemed to fit in very 
well with his future plans. 

So they dated for a year and his hopes were 
verified. She was exactly what he was looking for. 
And he was her ideal match as well, someone who 
would bring home the bacon but only to have it 
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with Caesar salad, she said. They got along well, and 
decided that they should try moving in together. On 
their second anniversary he gave her a key to his 
city apartment and she gladly moved in. 

Staying together was a challenge for sure. At first, 
he had to clear 20, then 30, then 70% of his stuff 
to make room for her vast collection of shoes. 
Then she insisted that he completely remodel 
his kitchen so that she could train up her cooking 
skills — she was going to be a domestic goddess 
after all! He didn’t mind. He loved her. The sex was 
great. The household was well kept. She was pretty. 
They had much in common. Sure there was the 
occasional fight here and there, a few tears, a little 
bloodshed, but nothing major, of course. 

In the third year they planned a wedding. They 
talked about a future life together and their plans 
were music to their ears — harmonious to the very 
detail. The wedding happened and it was grand! 
What a wonderful celebration! Their life together 
was just beginning!
 
Another two years passed, Sharlene resigned to 
have her first child. But there was a problem. There 
were complications in her womb towards the end 
of her third trimester. Many doctor’s appointments 
were arranged. Surgery was scheduled. Sharlene 
made it; the child didn’t. Later it was found out 
that future pregnancies would be ill advised and 
practically impossible. The 2.5 children dream was 
over.

They were devastated but made it through. 
Sharlene figured that since she wasn’t going to be 
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a mum (adoption never crossed their high-flying 
corporate Asian minds), she’d go back to work.

Hang on, thought Jerald. This wasn’t the deal. That 
was not the kind of life they had planned for. He 
wanted a family home. He would work and she 
would take care of the children (maybe work part-
time). Dogs, kids, gardens, BBQs in the sunshine, 
cycling in the park…. That kind of life.

Jerald began to get more and more upset with 
their circumstances. Sharlene thought he blamed 
her for the loss of their son. He didn’t. But he kept 
thinking that this was not the life he wanted. His 
tone with her became harsher. Every small thing 
was her fault. Sharlene went into depression. 
“He hates me for killing our child,” she said. “No, 
I don’t,” he said. And so their marriage went 
spiralling downward. 

A year later, they divorced. The dream was over. 

Things change. That is the only constant in this world. Everything will 
change. Nothing stands still. 

What happens when a couple finds out they are unable to have 
children?
What happens when one day, this person gets old, and his/her looks 
fade? 
What happens when they get fired from their high-paying job?
What happens when one gets cancer?
What happens when one day the sex doesn’t seem that great 
anymore?
What happens when someone decides to change his/her religion?
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There are no safety nets against the winds of change.

So if people are always going to change, how then does one get 
married? Is there any security we can base our marriage on if the one 
guarantee is that my partner will be different in five to ten years’ time? 

So what do we do?

Either we give up on marriage or we can approach marriage not by 
satisfying personal checklists, but by changing our mindsets. 

What this book suggests is that if we change the way we think about 
marriage before entering marriage (even before we start dating), it 
could very well help us prepare for a married life that can handle the 
storms of change.

Mindset. Not safety net.

Be ready for change. 


